
KB-511/513/514

Aluminum Portable Trolley

Distributor Contacts

BTS-136E

BTS-139EBTS-161

BTS-132TE

User Manual



1. Top panel
2. Top panel security clip
3. Wire wall
4. Door
5. Double door locking system
6. Bottom panel
7. Vertical divider

8. Horizontal divider
9. Divider holder
10. Fold down handle
11. Rubber border protector                       
12. Casters with brake
13. Trolley shade (optional)
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Overview
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Our world renowned trolley is a must have for all your dog show needs. This multi-faceted 
trolley can act as a cage, grooming table, work table, luggage cart, pet carrier, transporter, and 
more. It is made out of heavy-duty aluminum parts, rust resistant, durable, strong, and resilient 
in even the roughest of conditions. You will be impress with how light-weight and easy to clean 
this trolley. It is made from 100% aluminum, preventing warping and giving it a long life span 
Our trolley easily folds into a compact size to fit in any standard car. This trolley transports with 
ease and stores with ease. Simply load your animals, luggage or supplies and roll into your 
next show with confidence that all your needs are taken care of with our KB-511 series.

The 511 trolley comes in three sizes: one berth, two berth and four berth.

Turn into a grooming table with a grooming arm and clamp. Ask your Sales Representative 
how you can add a trolley grooming arm and clamp to your order. 

Model  suffix:
First letter: N stands for Nylon casters, A for non-pneumatic casters.
Last letter: O stands for one door, T for two doors, F for four doors.
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Brief Introduction
The manufacturer is not liable for any damage caused by a third party “Transport or Delivery 
Company”. Please thoroughly inspect the outer packaging upon delivery. 
Then the unit should be unpacked carefully; all components, accessories and the cages 
should be inspected for any damage or missing parts. If any damage is evident, the carrier or 
dealer should be notified immediately.

Note: The number in the brackets is the quantity of the part.
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Specification

Package Inspection

Installation (KB-511NAF/AAF for Example)

1. Parts List  

KB-511NAO

Item Number

93x65x80H

Mainframe

Size(cm)

Mainframe
Packing

Gross
Weight

Height with
different wheels(cm)

Size(cm)

93x65x80H

93x65x80H

78x54x63H

78x54x63H

55x44x80H

95x84x16H

4xWheel

93

93

93

76

76

93

100

100

100

83

83

100

17.26

19.73

23.31

13.50

15.16

8.5

6xWheel (kg)

Packing
Volume

Description 

0.168

0.168

0.168

0.118

0.118

0.078

One Door

One Door

Two Doors 

Two Doors 

Two Doors 

Four Doors

(cbm)

95x84x16H

95x84x16H

80x65x16H

80x65x16H

58x84x16H

KB-511NAT

KB-511NAF

KB-513NAO

KB-513NAT

KB-514NAF

Main body of the trolley (1)

Middle vertical divider (1) Casters(4) Bolts(8), nuts(8) and 17mm wrench(1)

Horizontal divider(2)
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3. Turn over the trolley and make the four wire walls perpendicular to each other (See the 
picture below).

Note: Before assembly, please put a blanket or something soft down on the ground to avoid 
scratching.
1. Unfold the main body, with screw holes up (See the picture below).

2. Use wrench, bolts and nuts to fix four casters to the screw holes (See the picture below). 
The fixed casters should be installed on the side far from the handle; the rotating casters on 
the side near the handle.
Note: Open the door and then fix the casters to the screw holes near the door. 

4. The panel inside the main body is the bottom panel. Turn the bottom panel until it is sturdy 
in place. Press to make sure it is in place (See the picture below).

5. Slide the middle vertical divider into the divider holders (2 on the walls and 2 on the bottom) 
and make sure that the top edge aligns with the top wall edge (See the picture below). 

2. How To Assemble
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6. The even side is the top of the horizontal divider, and uneven side is the bottom. 
(See the picture below).

7. Diagonally put a horizontal divider in one opening. (See the picture below).

8. Put the divider panel in place and let the two hooks at one side rest over the rails and then 
the other side. Make sure that the hooks of the divider overlap the rail below (See the picture 
below). And then install the other divider panel.
Note: If the horizontal divider is not lining up, just turn it around.

9. Turn the top panel to cover the trolley and fasten the top panel security clip.
(See the picture below).

10. Loosen the handle, rotate to horizontal position and fasten it. (See the picture below).



Safety Warning Warranty 

Maintenance

1. Use only as described in this manual. Use only manufacturer's recommended attachments.
2. DO NOT modify, disassemble or repair.
3. Avoid using the product in dusty, vibrating and wet environment and in chemical storage 
place. 
4. Avoid using the cage on uneven or soft surface.

Each Aeolus product has a 1 year limited warranty. This warranty covers the cost of parts and 
repairs done by Aeolus International’s Technician Team. Your warranty is only valid when 
accompanied by your sales receipt or proof of purchase date. This warranty coverage 
excludes lost items or destroyed items. This warranty does not cover the shipping costs 
associated with your repair or replacement items. To start a product repair or parts replace-
ment claim for your product, please contact us at
info@AEOLUSpet.com or call your local Aeolus location.

In between usages, the trolley should be sterilized thoroughlyand clean with a soft cloth or 
sponge using a mild cleaning agent. 

Service Support
Contact us if you cannot solve your problem with this manual. 

Dallas
11307 Indian Trail, Dallas, Texas 75229, USA.
Tel:  1 469 930 6359
Web:  www.aeoluspet.com

Shanghai
Floor 5, Building 6, No. 675, Zhujin Road, Songjiang District, Shanghai, China.
Tel: +86-21-67632060, 67632364
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